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PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

Cegedim to present its innovative solutions  

for coordinating patient care  

at the 2016 Entretiens de Bichat 

Spotlight on Docavenue and Solution MSP from October 6 to 8 

 

Boulogne-Billancourt, September 22, 2016 

Cegedim, an innovative technology and services company, announces that it plans to attend the 2016 Entretiens de 

Bichat gathering, a “meeting of the minds for hospital and urban medicine”. The gathering will host more than 4,000 

attendees from October 6 to 8 at the Paris Palais des Congrès convention center. This is the most important annual 

meeting for healthcare professionals: the Entretiens de Bichat event combines different areas of expertise to promote 

collaborative patient care using the latest innovations. 

 

Docavenue helps manage scheduling 

Cegedim, publisher of Docavenue (stand 7), will be the convention’s exclusive partner for online medical 

scheduling. Docavenue is an innovative platform of connected services that helps patients stay in touch with their 

healthcare professionals through an intuitive appointment scheduling solution and text message reminders. Easy to 

use and free for patients, it also gives access to the latest news on health, illnesses, health screening and medication 

information from the BCB database (Base Claude Bernard). 

By pairing an online agenda with optional virtual secretarial services, Docavenue meets all of the needs of a single 

doctor or a multidisciplinary practice: efficiently managing calls and voice messages, flagging emergencies, 

incorporating specific aspects for each specialty, and so on. Furthermore, Docavenue synchs perfectly with 

Cegedim’s medical practice management solution, Solution MSP.  

Solution MSP works for multidisciplinary health facilities 

Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), medical software publisher and services company dedicated to healthcare 

professionals, will present its Solution MSP at stand 16. Solution MSP is specifically designed to help run the 

administrative and medical aspects of multidisciplinary health facilities (MSPs). These kinds of operations need a 

shared IT system so that professionals can coordinate patient care, notably for patients with chronic illnesses such as 

diabetes. 

These multidisciplinary practices need a solution that bundles all of the tools needed to track and coordinate care 

among multiple healthcare professionals flexibly and efficiently. They also need a solution that lets healthcare 

professionals analyse their data in order to improve patients’ course of care. 

Cegedim will host a symposium on Saturday, October 8th, from 12:45pm to 1:45pm in room 352 B. The topic will be 

“Solution MSP, multidisciplinary software for coordinating care and tracking chronically ill patients. The case of the 

diabetes patient.” Panel participants include: 

Dr. L. Verniest, General practitioner, Steenvoorde MSP (59), 

Dr. F. Lalegerie, Pharmacist, Chautagne MSP (73) 

Dr. F. Grand, General practitioner, Chautagne MSP (73), 

Dr. E. Jarrousse, Vice-President of Cegedim Healthcare Software in charge of business line strategies and content. 

http://www.cegedim.com/
https://www.docavenue.com/
https://www.docavenue.com/
https://www.docavenue.com/
https://www.docavenue.com/
http://www.cegedim-logiciels.com/actualite/122-la-solution-msp-de-clm.html
http://www.cegedim-logiciels.com/
http://www.cegedim-logiciels.com/actualite/122-la-solution-msp-de-clm.html
http://www.cegedim-logiciels.com/actualite/122-la-solution-msp-de-clm.html
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For more information on the Entretiens de Bichat event, please visit: http://www.lesentretiensdebichat.com/   

 

About Docavenue: 

Docavenue is an online medical services platform. It lets doctors, healthcare facilities and clinics manage scheduling and virtual secretarial 

services. It lets patients schedule appointments with their general practitioner, specialist or dentist. In addition, Docavenue gives patients access 

to a number of services outside of their consultation, such as information on illnesses, vetted information on medications from the BCB database 

(Base Claude Bernard) and health screening. Docavenue is developed and hosted by Cegedim, which has multiple certifications for hosting 

personally identifiable health information issued by the Ministry of Health. 

For more information, please visit: www.docavenue.com 

 

About CLM: 

Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), medical software publisher and service provider, is a leading player in doctor computerization in France. 

CLM listens closely to the needs of healthcare professionals, and its teams develop and market solutions that help them run their practices day 

in and day out. In today’s rapidly changing environment, notably with respect to medical professional demographics and course of care, 

CLM’s software offerings (MLM, Crossway, MédiClick, Crossway CDS, and MSP Solution) give doctors patient record management so lutions that 

are 100% certified, suited to their practice, regulatory compliant, innovative and scalable. Medical content can be personalized for each 

specialty, interfaces adapt to multiple work spaces (private practice, group practice, multidisciplinary clinic or medical center), and the 

software enhances mobility, data sharing and care coordination. The company’s innovative software uses Pack Connect CLM for connected 

health and Docavenue for the most advanced doctor-patient communications.  

CLM employs 150 people, including more than 100 in regional offices to give doctors personalized service. 

For more information, please visit: www.cegedim-logiciels.com 

About Cegedim: 

Founded in 1969, Cegedim is an innovative technology and services company in the field of digital data flow management for healthcare 

ecosystems and B2B, and a business software publisher for healthcare and insurance professionals. Cegedim employs more than 3,600 people 

in 11 countries and generated revenue of €426 million in 2015. Cegedim SA is listed in Paris (EURONEXT: CGM).  

To learn more, please visit: www.cegedim.com 

And follow Cegedim on Twitter: @CegedimGroup and LinkedIn 
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